Planning For The Unexpected
The Entrepreneur’s Need for a Contingency Plan
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Founders and senior leaders of small to mid-size
companies are often visionaries who are able to
capitalize on underserved needs in the marketplace.
The ability to build and lead a team through periods of
both growth opportunities and hurdles is a skill that is
grounded in a detailed business plan. Whether a formal
plan with a myriad of moving parts, or a few pages
on a PowerPoint presentation, many entrepreneurs
understand and appreciate the need to run their
businesses according to a plan. Those plans more often
than not fail to incorporate the need for a contingency
plan that would address one or more of the senior
management team’s inability to fulfill their roles.
No one likes to think of the altering effect unforeseen
events can have on the growth and administration
of their company. There are enough uncertainties to
consider when dealing with factors in the marketplace
such as legislative changes, competition, and
evolving client/patient needs. I believe a well laid-out
contingency plan undergirds the best business plans
for growth because it protects the very livelihood of
the business. Being prepared for unplanned changes
within your organization allows for an orderly
continuation of business operations and the least
disruption of customers, clients, and patients.
So what are the key issues to consider that could
cause a well-organized business to unravel?
I believe the following circumstances present
the greatest threats to business continuity.
Death of a Founder or Senior Executive - Many
issues may surface from a void of leadership to
the decrease of valuation of the enterprise.
Industry or Regulatory Change- There are external
factors outside of our control. These can include
changes in the regulatory or legislative environment
that impact the manufacturing, distribution, or
marketing of your product to the end user.
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Divorce of a Senior Executive- Divorce brings with
it a significant change in the financial standing of a
senior leader. The change in income or future draws
upon the business can present real challenges.
Dissolution of a Partnership- Whether the
issues are grounded in different perspectives on
finances, or simply burnout, the conversation
about dissolving a partnership or key leaders
departing is better had sooner than later.
Disability of a Key Leader- Besides the impact that
the inability of a senior executive to complete their
responsibilities has on personal income, there
is an equally serious consideration to be made
on the lack of contribution to the company.
Recognizing that each of these occurrences
can at least meaningfully disrupt a small or
early-stage company or potentially bring the
company to insolvency, how does one begin
to prepare to avoid such an outcome?
The following is a checklist to consider
before creating a contingency plan.

1. Business Valuation
Has an analysis been done recently to provide
clarity as to what the equity is worth in the
marketplace? How would that valuation change
if a senior leader were no longer there?

2. Equity
What is the plan for the departed leader’s equity?
Is there a clear path to monetize it for his/
her family? Is it to be redistributed or sold?
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3. Finances &
Compensation
With the unplanned departure of a senior leader, will
there be a payment schedule to the family for some
percentage of recent years’ contribution? If so, what
is the formula for that payment plan? Will additional
compensation be paid to remaining senior leaders
until a more formal transition plan is in place?

4. Daily Oversight
Given a likely void in leadership, who will be
stepping in and in what capacity to fill in the
roles and functions of the departed executive?
Will there be a need to hire additional staff
and provide training to avoid a compromise
of client, customer, or patient experience?

5. Buy Sell Agreement
Is there a formal agreement in place that spells
out how equity or ownership is transferred and the

payment for that equity? Is the plan funded with life
insurance policies that would provide the liquidity
to buy out the shares of the former executive?

6. The Founder/CEO
Written Wishes
Is there a document similar to a last will and
testament drafted by the founder / senior leader
specifying in an ideal world how they could like to see
each area of the company proceed in their absence?
Entrepreneurs pour their heart, soul, and
lifeblood into starting and growing a business.
The enormous sacrifice we make daily at the
expense of our personal lives is great, but the
rewards of seeing a growing, thriving business
that started with an idea is enriching. A few hours
of planning for the unknown will pay dividends
to ensure the longevity and permanence of the
value you create for your clients and patients
as well as the team currently serving them.
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All securities are offered through HighTower Securities, LLC, member FINRA and SIPC, and advisory services are offered through
HighTower Advisors, LLC. In preparing these materials, we have relied upon and assumed without independent verification, the
accuracy and completeness of all information available from public and internal sources. HighTower shall not in any way be liable for
claims and make no expressed or implied representations or warranties as to their accuracy or completeness or for statements or errors
contained in or omissions from them. This is not an offer to buy or sell securities. No investment process is free of risk and there is no
guarantee that the investment process described herein will be profitable. Investors may lose all of their investments. Past performance
is not indicative of current or future performance and is not a guarantee. This document was created for informational purposes only;
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